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Poste d - 05/10/2006 : 04:27:21

What shade of red was it when she was an adult? It looks rather dark in some
of the Springfields pictures. And how freckled was she?
Does anyone know of any comments Dusty made about her red hair? (ATM I'm
only recalling her conversation with Dame Edna, when she talked about her long
ringlets.)
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....
USA
14235 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 05/10/2006 : 22:03:47

In the first pic that I posted on See All Her Faces, Dusty had just come bac k
It was
from holiday and I c an vouch for the fact that she had freckles
something that registered with me that day and I've always remembered it. She
had the 'eyes' on but very little foundation, she was quite tanned. As for the
adult red hair....did anyone ever see it? I certainly haven't ever seen any
pictures.
Carole G.x
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 06/10/2006 : 10:12:19

Hiya Folks
This sounds like my kinda thread
The only photo I've seen of Dusty with red hair is this one:
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Australia
3323 Posts

Looks pretty red to me!! I'd say thats not her natural colour though, I think it
was quite dark.
Love,
the redhead

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Poste d - 06/10/2006 : 10:27:41

There are pictures of Dusty with the Springfields where her hair is red. The
Springfields story double LP has a picture of her on the front with red (natural I
think) hair. You could try Google Images and find it. (You probably have
already, though)
Love Jonathan

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 06/10/2006 : 11:00:33

Yes, you're right Jonathan, I'll try and scan that photo. I was really meaning I'd
never seen her 'red' after the Springs early days. The pic Mads has posted
always c onfuses me slightly as I have similar one's taken at more or less the
same time and she's definitely blonde. I wonder if it c ould be strange lighting or
even, heaven forbid, a wig
Carole G.x
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Poste d - 06/10/2006 : 11:16:36

Hi Carole, I don't think she went red again after she left the Springs, but of
course there was that strange appearance when she did TOTP in a red wig! On
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reflection, I think it was her sense of humour as the song was Am I the Same
Girl!!
Love Jonathan

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Poste d - 06/10/2006 : 11:20:47

Off topic , but regarding her sense her humour, has anyone noticed Dusty in the
Tom Jones show where she is singing Upside Down and she gets to the line
"Inside out"....she turns her jacket inside out?? I thought it was very funny.
Love Jonathan

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 06/10/2006 : 14:23:19

From the back cover of The Springfields Story, the redhead!

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole G.x
dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 06/10/2006 : 14:27:10

Aww cute, i've never seen that picture before!! Thanks Carole
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

Jonathan
Little by little

Poste d - 06/10/2006 : 14:28:23

Oh brilliant, Carole! Looks natural to me.
United Kingdom
458 Posts

allherfaces

Love Jonathan

Poste d - 06/10/2006 : 16:07:29
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06/10/2006 : 16:07:29

This IS brilliant--thanks! Her hair looks to be sorta auburn. (And Carole G I was
talking about before she went blonde.)
Mads, is this a similar colour to your red hair? And Janice, what do you say? Or
are you a bit more blonde?
But back to Dusty---always--any more colour pics of Dusty with natural red hair?
USA
14235 Posts

Was it red with the Lana Sisters?
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

Gypsy Rose
Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Poste d - 06/10/2006 : 17:12:26

SWEEEEEEEEEEEEEET GEEEEEEEEEEEZUS!!! It's the same colour as my natural
colour - always hated being a redhead... took many steps along the way to
change that.
Gypsy Rose Lee

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 07/10/2006 : 02:01:29
quo te :
Mads, is this a sim ilar colour to your re d hair?

Australia
3323 Posts

Well I have quite dark red hair now (I try to stay out of the sun so - stealing
Dutsy's words here - so I dont end up like a handbag) but when I straighten it
it goes quite light....Clare's seen it!!
Its a bit darker than Dusty's hair in the Springfields shot.
Love Mads xxx

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 07/10/2006 : 04:24:04

Well i personally think it's red with brown all mixed together but thats just what
i think lol..
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

Birdie Breeze
Little by little

Poste d - 08/10/2006 : 01:23:52

It changed colour over the years - as everyone's does.
USA
248 Posts

80's....
She'd say it was a mousy brown-red....with various shades.
Of course, after a perm and dye job, sometimes a good lot of it would stay on
the pillow after she got up.
But, that's another story!!!!
Birdie
Font: Tahoma
Edite d by - Birdie Bre e ze on 08/10/2006 01:25:20
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Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 15:55:58

Administrator

Anymore pics of Dusty's red hair?
I figure surely Matti has some from the Springbox days.
(Tippin my hat to Dawn French there).
"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away

USA
14235 Posts

MattMidd1

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 16:06:08

I’ve got a good thing

lol.
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

umm...

Her hair here is kinda brown more than red - I think from about 1972ish
Thats the only other one I have - Most of my 'springbox' ones are B&W
Matt.
giota
Little by little

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 16:42:03

Dusty lood beautiful in any colour....don't you think?
Greece
159 Posts

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Giota

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 17:29:01

What are all the different colours she had?
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Brown
Blonde
Red
Purple
Grey
Others?...
Matt.
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Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 23:10:02

PINK!
Love,
Mads xxx

Australia
3323 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 19/12/2006 : 04:46:38

Haha when i was in Sydney, me and Mads saw this lady with a pink and purple
beehive... was it a beehive?? Or was it just pink and purple?? It was funny
though!!
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
Australia
5805 Posts

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 19/12/2006 : 09:37:33

When did she ever have pink hair??!!?!?!?!
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Matt.

Poste d - 19/12/2006 : 11:33:53

Yeah I just saw that on Nancy's DVD - (Thanks!)
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Her hair is a bit browny here:

How about we start posting pic tures of Dusty with brown hair?
I got a few of them.
Matt.
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Poste d - 19/12/2006 : 11:39:25

This is kinda redish:
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Matt.

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 19/12/2006 : 15:55:22
quo te :
Originally posted by MattMidd1
W he n did she e ve r have pink hair??!!?!?!?!
Matt.

Australia
5805 Posts

I never said Dusty had pink and purple hair... a lady that me and Mads saw in
Sydney had a pink and purple beehive...
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 19/12/2006 : 15:59:42

Mads did. - and Yeah! Dusty did have pink hair.
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Matt.
Everyone rules.
Especially Nancy for today

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 19/12/2006 : 23:12:18

Clare that lady! OMG! Haha she had like chunks of her hair, alternating between
hot pink and bright purple! And I guess it wasnt really a beehive, but it was
long and standing like upright! Hehe it was funny because we were talking
about Dusty and she walked past and we were like DUSTY'S FAVOURITE
COLOURS!
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Australia
3323 Posts

These are pretty pink Matty!
Love,
Mads xxx
allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 20/12/2006 : 03:34:08

Yah she had some pink put in her hair for that Hippo gig with Butterflies.
"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away

USA
14235 Posts
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